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Obviously, each set A of the upper density larger than ½ contains two 
different elements x, y e A such that x + yeA (it is enough to take any 
xeA and yeA c~ (A -x ) ) .  On the other hand, the set of all odd numbers 
is sum-free and has density ½. In this note we shall prove that this set is, 
in a way, the unique extremal set for this property, i.e., the "threshold 
density" of the property that A set is sum-free drops down to ~ under the 
assumption that A contains at least one even number. 
THEOREM. I f  a sum-free set A contains at least one even number then its 
upper density is bounded from above by 2. 
We shall split the proof of the theorem into two cases stated separately 
as Claims 1 and 2. In this note dn(A) = [An { 1, 2 ..... n} I/n, so the upper 
density of the set is defined as d(A) = lim supn~ ~ dn(A). 
CLAIM 1. I f  a sum-free set A contains at least one even number and A 
contains no two consecutive lements then d( A ) <<, 2. 
Proof If A consists only of even numbers then, since A/2 is sum-free, 
we have d(A/2)= 2d(A)~< ½. Thus, assume that A contains both odd and 
even numbers, set 
t=min{x-  y: x, yeA and x-  y>O is odd} 
and let x, y e A be elements of A for which t = x - y. Furthermore, define 
B={zeA:z+2eA}.  
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Note that for every n we have 
2nd,(B) + 3nd~,(A\B) = 2ndn(B) + 3nd~(A) - 3nd,(B) <<. n + 2, 
so nd,(B) >~ 3ndn(A) - n - 2. Due to the choice of t, sets A, y + A and x + B 
must be disjoint, so that 
n + x >1 ndn(A) + ndn(A) + nd,(B) >~ 5nd,,(A) - n - 2 
and d(A) ~< 2 as x is fixed and n approaches infinity. ] 
Remark. The set A~ = {n: n -  1, 4 (mod 5)} is sum-free, so constant 2 in 
Claim 1 (and, consequently, in the theorem), can not be replaced by a 
smaller one. 
CLAIM 2. I f  A is sum-free and contains at least one group of  i 
consecutive lements then d(A) <<. i / (3 i -  1). 
Proof  Let x ,x+l  ..... x+ i - - l~A.  Set Df(A)={y-z>O:y ,z~A} 
and choose u ~ Df(A) such that u + j¢  Df(A), for j=  1, 2 .... , i (the existence 
of u follows from the fact that 1 ~Df(A), but x, x+ 1, x+i -  1CDf(A)).  
Finally, pick y, z e A for which u = y - z. 
Now set 
C= {w~A:  w+jq~A for j=  1, 2, ..., i}. 
One can easily check that sets A, y + A, and z + (A \C)  are disjoint, so, for 
every n, 
n + y >~ nd,(A) + nd~(A) + nd~(A\C) >>. 3nd,(A) - nd,(C), 
and nd,( C) >~ 3nd,( A ) - n - y. 
Furthermore, sets A, x + A, x + 1 + C, x + 2 + C, ..., x + i - 1 + C are also 
disjoint. Thus, for every n, we have 
n +x + i -  1 >-2ndn(A) + ( i -  1) ndn(C ) > (3 i -  1) ndn(A ) - ( i -  1) n-  iy, 
and the assertion follows. | 
Remark. Since A i= {n: n=-i, i+  1, ..., 2 i -  1 (mod(3 i -  1))} is sum-free, 
the upper bound given in Claim 2 is sharp. In particular, A 2 = {n: n -- 2, 3 
(rood 5)} us another example of a sum-free set containing even numbers 
with the density equal to 5. 
Proof  o f  Theorem. The assertion follows immediately from Claims 1 
and 2. | 
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Remark. All above results remain valid if by a sum-free set we mean a 
set A such that x + y ¢ A whenever x and y are distinct elements of A. As 
a matter  of fact, each set A of the upper density larger than 1 with the 
above property  is sum-free also in the stronger sense; i.e., (A + A) ~ A = ~.  
CLAIM 3. Let A be a set such that x + y ~ A, for every x, y ~ A, such that 
x ~ y. Furthermore, suppose that for some z ~ A we have also 2z cA.  Then 
d(A) <<. 
Proof It is enough to observe that sets A, z+(A\{z}) ,  and 
2z + (A \{z ,  2z} ) are disjoint. | 
Note added in proof After this note was accepted, I was informed that the result had been 
known also to Peter Cameron. However, he has never published his proof. Very recently, 
a finite stronger version of the theorem has been shown by J.-M. Deshouillers, V. Sds, 
G. Freiman, and M. Tamkin. 
